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SUBMISSION CONTENT:

I am a livestock faimer, related to poultiy. we employ two workers paii time, plus the whole family helps
out in relation to all aspects of the rnnning of the fann. I thank you for taking the time to read through my
sho1i submission.
There are three main issues as i see it.
1) harassment of law abiding citizens in theii· own homes by ti·espassers. the end does not justify means.
eve1yone has the right to enjoy theii· lives in theii· own homes. the home is their castle. as seen many times,
animal activist, by publishing addresses of farmers homes and prope1iies are actively threatening law
abiding citizens. and thats not fafr. people who ti·espass should have minimum fines imposed, with the
possibility of jail time.
2) bio security risk to our animals. we love our animals, their welfare is our bread and butter. and we ~u e
generally well experienced on ways to ensure that our animals live a healthy life. As poultiy is intensive
fanning, we spend a lot of money, time and effo1i to ensure all we can do to limit and decrease the risk of
spreading of disease on our faim, but more impo1iantly from outside. we breed and reai· these chickens so if
outside disease was to spread to our breeding stock, we would loose it all, resulting loss of jobs not just at
our fann, but it would effect all our suppliers. this would result in hundreds of thousands of dollai·s loss per
yeai·. when outside conti·actors come in their clothes, their vehicles are sanitized. if animal activists ti·espass
who knows where else and what animals they have been in contact with and more impo1iantly what diseases
they could spread from their homes or other faims onto our fanns.
3)thii·d aspect is actual animal welfai·e, its st:I'ange i bring this up, but imagine a bunch of noisy people bring
in cameras or flashing lights or screaining could cause our hens to be staii led and could easily result in a
stampede, when the leading hens reach an obstacle this could easily result in a large number of chickens
getting crnshed by other chickens behind them.
animal activists or anyone that unlawfully accesses a bio-security (faiming) ai·ea should have a reasonable
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deterrence under Victorian law, this should include minimum fines, not upto a small amount, that allows a
judge to give fines of $1 as in gippy goat cafe case. furthermore serial offenders should even have minor jail
time to deter them from destroying the livelihood of victorian farmers and harassing law abiding citizens.
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